Ridgeline Adventures
Wanaka, Southern Lakes
4WD, High Country walks and photography
safaris

Exclusive high country walks, off-road safaris and photography tours truly connect you to Wanaka’s spectacular raw natural
environment. Along with a longstanding commitment to conservation and giving back to our unique environment ensures an
unforgettable authentic experience.

Off-Road Experiences
Words fail to describe how utterly spectacular this 4WD adventure through West Wanaka High Country Station is. Wild and
empty silence, jaw-dropping mountain-top scenery with views for days is just the beginning. Participation in predator control
conservation projects, yarns about farming life, and fascinating local history will leave a deep and lasting connection with the
land. A great adventure the whole family will enjoy.
Departs 09.00am and 2.00pm | Duration 4 hours

Photography Tours
Shoot scenery, farm animals, sunrise or sunset you choose, we have it all! Private Sunrise Helicopter + Off-Road Photography
Tour. Combine a pre-dawn helicopter flight to Coromandel Peak – Mt Roy, one of New Zealand’s most iconic alpine views with
an exclusive 4WD journey through West Wanaka Station.

High Country Walks
Walks on breathtaking high country stations in some of New Zealand's most spectacular locations, including locations even the
locals have never experienced. . We take you well off the beaten track exploring private backroads high into the mountains of
West Wanaka or Dingleburn Station. The perfect mix of wide-open walking trails, alpine meadows, jaw-dropping scenery, and
high country farming life. You’ll love helping out and learning about our predator control conservation project along the way too.
A relaxed picnic lunch awaits atop Lookout Hill. Don’t feel up to walking all day? No problem, we provide 4WD support so jump
in any time and enjoy the view and friendly banter with your guide. A safe, fun and active day of classic kiwi adventure the whole
family can enjoy together.

Price: $259
Private tours, $POA
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Directions
You will be sent detailed directions when booking.

Terms
CHILD POLICY Children welcome
CANCELLATION 48 hours | 100%
SEASON Open all year

Contacts
+64 27 390 2152
M: 027 390 2152
Contact: Sarah & Mark
103 Ardmore Street, Wanaka
Website: ridgelinenz.com
Email: bookings@ridgelinenz.com

Accommodation in this area
Lime Tree Lodge
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